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The project started in 2006. After a long break,
following encouragement from musicians, we updated
the W-77 plugin to 64-bit version. This is when the
modification panel was added, with which we
expanded the capabilities of the synthesizer. The
original is a Wersi Bass synth from 1977. Based on our
copy, we created the sound and graphic look of the
VST version. This is a vintage sounding MONOPHONE
BASS / LEAD synth. It has 3 waveforms, bass guitar
emulation, and automatic LFO that can also control
the filter. Simple ATTACK / DECAY and auto WAH
control was given to the original device. A fellow Kris
(aka E-Synthesist) shared progress of his firmware
upgrade project for the Wersi Mk1 synthesizer where
he has managed to implement the missing support of
the MIDI DUMP function! Apparently, the synth was
sold with documentation mentioning this function but
it was never actually implemented. Kris developed
new firmware that implements the function, here is
what he mentioned about the emulator: This is the
best keyboard Ive played for quality of sounds, and Ive
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played a few in my time: Yamaha, Roland, Technics,
Casio, and Farfisa back in the day. Its also very unique
in that its fly by wire: Wersi run their software atop of
Windows7 which makes for good future proofing New
sounds and features can arrive with new software
releases, and applying those is as simple as
downloading from the net, burning to DVD, pop that
into the keyboard and press an update button within
the software.Some of the competitor keyboards are
also too short for my taste, 76 notes gives you more
freedom.I was actually looking to replace an organ,
and the Pegasus Wing combined with Wersi Vocalis
speakers and Wersi 13 note bass pedal board has
done just that.You should definitely check out this
keyboard if youre in the market for synth / keyboard /
organ. The way you can add hardware / activate
additional sounds / update software was something
new to me, and a very welcomed and refreshing
approach by Wersi. MusicStore did a great job and
within 4 working days had shipped it from Germany to
England for me. Everything was as smooth as silk!
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Wersi Oas Win7

This was definitely a friendly, helpful and precise
support from Wersi and MusicStore, the build quality is

very good too. It also comes with the correct power
supply in a rugged looking carry case (although I did

lose the CD on the first go). I was very much
impressed by the customer support and the shipping

process. Will definitely recommend this product to
other synth owners and professionals in the future.

Having owned a number of different'real' synthesizers
over the years, I can certainly relate to the feeling of a
'well designed' keyboard.I'm personally NOT a fan of

the very shiny eurorack keyboards out there which are
often very cheap and have all sorts of problems with
digital isolation to produce weird effects etc...I feel

much more comfortable with the sound and feel of the
real hardware Korg Electribe (9000 / 77 keyboard)
which is very affordable and a'real' keyboard too.

But... 'Then you should have stuck to your FL Studio!'If
you're after a semi'simulated' keyboard then the Wersi
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OAS is perfect, and is also a real keyboard (no
simulated effects) to produce a very authentic synth
sound.To produce'realistic' sounds, the drawbars and
pot controls are easy to access, and the sound quality
is very good. This firmware update has been a boon
for me, I can no longer bear to not have my beloved

OAS (that I've been able to use with a Wersi amplifier)
no longer able to produce the very authentic synth
sound.Wersi have done an excellent job with this

upgrade, and this is only a first review for this synth. I
very much look forward to trying out more of the
features and listening to the more exotic sounds
which, I believe, are in the works for future OAS

firmware releases.Many thanks again to all involved
for a very cool firmware update for OAS Win7.I'm very
impressed and look forward to the future development
of new sounds and features for OAS in the future. I will

gladly place a order for a Wersi OAS Win7 (or any
brand) keyboard now and that will secure a great

sounding and useful keyboard once again. Cheers and
thanks again. Chris 5ec8ef588b
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